
Coming off of a hugely successful 2006 Bear surges into 2007 with
the introduction of the all-new The Truth bow. You can easily
pick this bow out of a crowd with its signature green anodized

eccentrics and limb pockets. In other big news - Bear Archery teamed
up with Team Primos for 2007, further strengthening their position in
the market. This should prove to be a banner year for the Bear
Company, which would seem to have caught quite a few people (and
competitors) by surprise!

The Basics:
Riser: Bear builds their 33 inch axle-to-axle The Truth bow around

a riser that is reflexed a full 3.5 inches. As with most modern manufac-
turers they have chosen a material for the construction of their riser
that is both lightweight and strong – 6061-T6 aluminum. Of the manu-
facturing processes available to them Bear decided on first extruding
the aluminum and then final-form CNC machining. This process gives
you the basic shape of the riser up front, which limits the amount of
machining needed to complete the final product. Why do it this way?
Cost. CNC machining a near final-form extrusion takes much less time
to complete and therefore reduces cost significantly. The best part
about it is that you lose very little in comparison to a fully machined
riser. The result is a strong, good-looking riser that costs everybody less.

Over a dozen cutouts that are spread out across the riser’s length
remove a significant amount of aluminum mass from the structure and
in turn help keep the overall weight of the bow down. As advertised by
Bear, a completely assembled Truth Bow ready for sale weighs in at 4.2
pounds. A large sight window, approximately 6.5 inches from the bot-
tom of the shelf to the point where the riser bends back into the cen-
terline of the bow, allows for a great range in sight positioning. All of the
usual accessory mounting holes are included on the Truth including
one set for the sight, two separate rest positions, a fixed position quiver
attachment option and both front and back stabilizer holes. The front
stabilizer attachment utilizes a stainless steel insert. 

Two small side plates measuring approximately 3.125 inch long by
.625 inch wide make up the Truth’s ergonomic grip. Underneath each
laminated wood side plate, which are seated into a shallow pocket and
can be removed with a 5/64 inch hex key, are three more weight-reduc-
ing thru-holes. The slim, low profile grip is intended to reduce torque
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and consistently place the shooter’s
hand for increased accuracy. 

Other features on the The Truth’s
riser include a straight carbon cable
rod with a Teflon slide. A Bear Archery
emblem seated just above the shelf
and a film dipped finish using Mossy
Oak’s New Break-Up camo pattern.
The riser is also home to four Sims
Vibration modules that will be cov-
ered later in this review.

Customer Connection: The riser
on the test bow was of fairly high qual-
ity. No machining marks – no burrs
around the drilled and tapped holes
and only a few slight blemishes in the
finish, which, by the way, looks great
on the Truth.

The slim grip is both comfortable
and functional. The grip works with
you to consistently place your hand
while at the same time presenting no
major pressure points that can some-
times lead to torque.

The stabilizer insert is one of my
favorite all time components. This
simple addition makes stabilizer
attachment easier and basically bomb
proof – no more stripping threads.

Sims Vibration modules provide
dampening characteristics that
reduce kick and vibration at the shot.

Limbs/limb pockets: There are
four (Quad Limbs) individual straight

limbs on The Truth bow each measur-
ing just over 12 inches. The width
ranges from approximately .5 inch to
just over .75 inch and the depth at the
axle connection point is approximate-
ly .5 inch and dips into the belly at
about .25 inch. Each limb is con-
structed of continuous, uncut, fiber-
glass, which is compression molded.
The compression molding process
can be generally defined as a process
in which a material, in this case uncut
fiberglass, and a thermosetting resin
are first placed in an open, heated
mold cavity. The mold is then closed
and heat/pressure are applied until
the part is cured. Limbs are finished
with the same Mossy Oak New Break-
Up camo pattern as the riser through
the same film dipping process. Limbs
are matched based on deflection val-
ues to create a more efficient shooting
machine. Just as important as the
limb material and manufacturing
process is the position of the limbs rel-
ative to the long axis of the riser. Truth
limbs pull slightly past parallel at full
draw. Parallel and beyond parallel
limbs move in opposite directions at
the shot effectively canceling out the
energy that is traditionally generated
by upright limb configurations. This
technology has swept the industry in
recent years and for good reason –
they produce the reduced shock and

reduced vibration shooting experi-
ence that most archers enjoy. Limbs
are offered in 60 or 70 pound peak
draw force weights.

One of the first things that stand
out on The Truth, visually, is Bear
Archery’s signature green anodized
limb pockets. This “look” adds signifi-
cantly to the brand recognition for
Bear and now also is a perfect match
for the business relationship that has
formed between Bear and Team
Primos. The pockets, like the riser, are
CNC machined out of aluminum. The
main pocket component is a single
piece that contains many cutouts and
a slim design to keep weight to a min-
imum. Limbs and pockets are isolated
from one another by a plastic insert
and limb bed (for lack of a better
term). The insert is seated inside the
pocket cavity and the limb bed is
located at the back edge of the pocket
(closest to the eccentrics). A raised
portion in the middle of the limb bed
supports and separates the limbs. A
separate piece is attached to the limb
bed from the topside of the limbs and
gives additional support and separa-
tion. Both the limb pocket insert and
limb bed work to reduce noise and
vibration. An important feature of this
limb pocket is that it pivots. A pivoting
limb pocket maintains the critical
limb-to-limb pocket interface at all
times. Draw weight adjustment
moves the entire pocket rather than
just the limb.

Customer Connection: Pivoting
limb pockets are almost expected on
today’s top rigs and Bear delivers on
The Truth. This is a selling point while
talking to customers about precision,
stability and overall accuracy.

The limb pocket insert and limb
bed add to the quietness of The Truth
– always a good selling point.

Limbs set to an angle beyond par-
allel result in a bow with less hand
shock and less noise – another selling
point!

Eccentrics: More brand recogni-
tion can be found in the green
anodized eccentrics on The Truth.
Together with the limb pockets and
camo finished riser and limbs they
make a great looking bow. Bear’s
Elliptical perimeter-Weighted Single

About The Author
Jon E. Silks has a degree in Quality Engineering and works in the area of nonde-
structive testing technology. His entire career has centered around the testing
and evaluation of products. Now 38, he’s been bowhunting since age 12. Silks
started writing for magazines and websites seven years ago and since then has
done more than 400 product
reviews. Manufacturers who
appreciate his thoroughness
and frankness have often asked
him to review products that are
still in the development stage.
Silk’s work has appeared on the
web on Bowhunting.net and
Bowsite.com and has been
published in Petersen’s
Bowhunting, Bowhunter, Arrow
Adventure, and Whitetail
Fanatic, along with ArrowTrade.
Jon and Jennifer Silks have six
children and live in central
Pennsylvania. Silks can be
reached by email at jon@silk-
soutdoors.com.
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Cam system has an 80% let-off and
generates advertised IBO speeds
reaching 314 fps and AMO speeds of
235 fps on a 7” brace height. The large
bottom elliptical shaped cam is mod-
ular with draw length options from
22.5” to 30.5” including intermediate
adjustment options. A simple hex
head string post screw set in an elon-
gated slot allows for draw length
adjustments that are virtually limitless
within a set range for that module.
Bear calls their module the Rock Stop
module as it breaks over into a super
solid wall. The entire system, cam and
idler wheel, is outfitted with stainless
steel ball bearings for a smooth ride.
Another cam feature is the perimeter
weighting which when drawn moves
counterclockwise from a 1 o’clock
position to a six o’clock position. Bear

advertises that this
feature is responsible
for reduced vibration
and cancelled force
during limb decelera-
tion.

C u s t o m e r
Connection: The solid
wall and 80% let-off
work well together to
make The Truth easy
handling at full draw
– very comfortable.

Infinite adjusta-
bility within the mod-
ules range goes a long
way toward setting a
customer up perfect-
ly for his/her draw
length. Many times
people shoot a little
too long because they opt for the
longer draw length when they are
somewhere in between
modules/cams. This feature will allow
you to customize their draw length.
This will equal happy customers, as
there is a great benefit in “feel” and

accuracy when a bow fits you perfect-
ly.

A selling point that you will not
even need to mention is that the bow
looks great with the green anodized
pockets and eccentrics coupled with
the Mossy Oak New Break-Up camo
pattern. 

Silencing/Shock reducing fea-
tures: The Truth is loaded with eight
factory installed vibration dampeners
from world-famous Sims Vibration
Laboratories. These include two
String Leaches, two Ultra Limb Savers
for split limbs and four patent-pend-
ing Riser Modules. Also contributing
to the reduction of noise and vibra-
tion are the limb pocket inserts and
limb beds discussed earlier. The
perimeter weight on the cam is yet
another component designed to help
out in this category. Supplying a big
impact in this area is the beyond par-
allel limbs. This feature alone deals a
significant blow to noise and vibra-
tion. 

Customer Connection: This one is
an obvious selling point that should
always be highlighted. 

Strings/Cables: Bear uses a Green
and Orange Tech Twist BCY 8125
material for their 18-strand, 91.75
inch long string and BCY 452X, also in
green and orange Tech Twist for their
18-strand, 35.75 inch long cable. BCY
8125 is made from 92 percent SK75
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2007 The Truth by Bear Archery
Draw Weights: 60 and 70 pound peak
Draw Lengths: 22.5 inches to 30.5 inches - modular
Axle-to-axle length: 33 inches 
Brace Height: 7 inches 
Mass Weight: 4.2 pounds
Let-off option: 80 percent 
Eccentrics: Elliptical Perimeter-Weighted Single Cam
Tested speed: 307.28 fps tested, 314 fps advertised
Available finish: Mossy Oak’s New Break-Up
Cable: Tech Twist 452X, 35.75 inches   
String: Tech Twist 8125, 91.75 inches   
Grip: Two-piece laminated wood 
Riser: CNC machined 6061-T6 aluminum - reflex
Limb pockets: Pivoting 
Limbs: Compression molded glass - Quad
Cable Guard: Straight Carbon Rod
Warranty: Limited Lifetime
MSRP: $549.00
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Dyneema and has a smaller diameter
for fast arrow speeds. It is advertised
to have low creep. 452X is also small in
diameter and designed for slightly
faster arrow speeds. It is made from
67% SK75 and 33% Vectran. 

Customer Connection:
BCY fibers have been proven over

and over again.

Testing:
Tests were conducted using the fol-

lowing equipment:
Spot-Hogg Hooter Shooter 

portable shooting machine
Easton Professional Chronograph 

with an infrared lighting system
Oehler M35 Chronograph
Easton Digital Bow Scale
Hanson Scale
Apple Super Pro Bow Press
NAP QuikTune 3000 Arrow Rest
Tru Fire Hurricane Release Aid

Quality Test: The first order of
business was a thorough evaluation of
the test bow’s finish, machining and
mechanical components. Machining
was clean from one end to the other
including all drilled and tapped holes.
Mechanically all was in good order.
There were blemishes/inclusions
found in the finish of the riser and
limbs, however, they were slight.

Set up: The Truth was prepared
for testing by first setting the draw
weight to 70 pounds using the Easton
Bow Force Mapper handheld unit
backed up by the Hanson scale. The
draw length was set to 30 inches
according to the standard for doing so

- ASTM F 1544-04. 
As I am sure you have noticed the

draw weight is set at 70 pounds
instead of the 60 pounds required by
the AMO/ATA as called out in the
ASTM standard. We have decided that
what is generally termed as the ‘IBO’
speed would be more relevant today
as most archers and bowhunters
make comparisons based on that
speed rather than that of the tradi-
tional AMO (now ATA) rating. The
I.B.O. (International Bowhunting
Organization) publishes a set of rules
that regulate the parameters of a bow
setup which archers are permitted to
use while participating in one of their
sanctioned events. These rules, how-
ever, do not constitute a standard and
allow for variation in some aspects. I
am going to ‘standardize’ the tests we
do here in ArrowTrade by making use
of both systems. A 30 inch draw length
and 70-pound draw weight has
become the industry-accepted specs
for IBO ratings. The draw length will
be set according to the requirements
of ASTM F 1544-04 and the draw
weight will be set to 70 pounds +/- 1 lb
(the +/- 1 lb requirement is also an
ASTM F 1544 -04 requirement).
Speeds will be measured using a cor-
rectly spined 350-grain arrow. This
weight comes from the IBO rule,
which states that, “Arrows must weigh
at least 5 grains per pound of the
bow’s maximum shooting weight…”
As stated earlier Arrow Trade bows will
be tested at 70 pounds so: using the
I.B.O. rule we would multiply 5 grains
x 70 pounds = 350 grains. To summa-
rize our new ‘ArrowTrade Standard’:
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Bow weight: 70 pounds +/- 1 pound
Draw Length will be set to 30 inches

ATA (defined by ASTM F 1544-04)
Arrows will be selected according to

the formula set out in the I.B.O. rules
for minimum grains per pound (350
grains)

All arrow velocity ratings must be
measured using a shooting machine
with mechanical release (We will use
the definition of a shooting machine
found in ASTM F 1544-04)

A minimum of five shots must be
chronographed using an arrow as
defined above. The five (or more) shots
will then be averaged to obtain the
final reading. All velocity values for a
given arrow must fall within a range of
2 ft/sec (Taken from ASTM F 1544-04).

An appropriate chronograph with a
minimum of two gates set no more
than 48” apart will be used. The initial
gate will be set at 36” from the front of
the bow’s handle.

A single brass nock and QuikTune
3000 Arrow Rest were attached to the
bow – nothing more. With the excep-
tion of these two items every bow is
tested as it would be shipped to the

dealer or customer. In other words, if
it has string silencers or other compo-
nents pre-installed it is tested with
them installed. While the ‘official’
velocity rating for our calculations will
be taken with an arrow as defined
above, we will also use two other test
arrows as reference points. This will be
done to bring a bracketed picture of
the bow’s speed performance to the
reader. Test arrows include a light-
weight 350-grain CAE carbon arrow, a
mid-weight 420-grain Radial X Weave
arrow and a relatively heavy 540-grain
Easton XX78 Super Slam arrow. Before
recording speeds with these arrows
the bow was first paper tuned with
each one. Most every bowhunter or
target archer will be able to extrapo-
late their approximate arrow speed in
relation to similar set-up parameters
and results presented from the three
test arrows. 

Speed/Velocity Test: Speed was
measured with the two chronographs
listed above – Easton’s model as the
primary and the Oehler as a back-
up/verification unit. Following are the
resulting speed ratings for each in feet
per second (rounded to the nearest
whole number):

540-grain arrow
252
252
253
253
252
253
253
Average: 252.57 fps
420-grain arrow
282

281
282
282
282
282
282
Average: 281.86 fps

350-grain arrow
307
307
307
308
307
307
308
Average: 307.28 fps

When a customer walks into your
shop looking to buy a new bow they
will most likely make that choice
based on several factors; price point,
speed and the subjective aspects of
performance such as:

Shock/vibration levels
Noise level
Overall feel of the grip and 
balance of the bow at full draw
Smoothness of draw
In our testing for ArrowTrade we

try to give you a feel for how a bow
performs in these areas as compared
to other rigs at the same price point
and similar speed. You can then focus
on the bow’s good subjective points
when discussing with a customer.
Evaluating the subjective aspects of a
bow fairly is a difficult endeavor and
in the end it comes down to an opin-
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Green limb pockets add a distinctive
touch, while the riser-mounted Sims
dampener works in conjunction with limb
and string silencers.

While not the most comfortable grip to carry the
bow with, this one does feel good at full draw and it
positions the hand well for accurate shooting.



Bear Archery Company has been knocking them out
of the park right and left lately with great looking
high performance bows like the Instinct and Truth.

Taking that same level of focus and commitment to the
youth bow market Bear offers the Odyssey II, which fea-
tures a cam system with 15 inches of adjustment all on the
same cam. That’s right – no need to switch out cams or
even modules on the Odyssey II. It is all right there in your
hand and can be changed without the use of a bow press. 

Lets take a look at what the Odyssey II has to offer in
addition to the Inner Cam…

The Basics:
Riser: Bear outfits the Odyssey II with a 16.5 inch long

(approximately) 6061-T6 aluminum riser, which is first
extruded and then CNC machined into its final form. Four
small thru-holes under the grip together with four larger
holes on the exposed part of the riser help keep the
Odyssey’s mass weight under three pounds. While the
riser’s machining is not complex it is functional and flaw-
less from end to end. Accessory mounting holes of stan-
dard size are provided for sight, rest, quiver and stabilizer
attachments. Two separate rest mounting positions plus
front and back stabilizer mounting holes offer some flexi-
bility and adjustability. An elasto-polymer single piece grip
is slipped over the back of the riser handle and is seated up
tight against the bottom of the shelf. The grip’s form and
material are designed to position the shooter’s hand com-
fortably while also providing a measure of vibration damp-
ening. Other riser features include a straight composite
cable guard rod with a Teflon slide, Two Bear Archery
emblems and a film dipped finish in Realtree’s HD Green
camo pattern.

So, what does all this mean to mom, dad and shooter:
The grip is super comfortable, which translates into an

enjoyable experience for the shooter.
Machining from an extrusion rather than a solid block

of material reduces overall machining time and in turn,
reduces cost. The bow has a MSRP of only $229.99 – Mom
and Dad that point is for you! 

Realtree’s HD Green camo looks cool! 
Limbs/limb pockets: Bear adds to the “looks” and per-

formance of the Odyssey II with their signature green
anodized limb pockets. This pocket is an open-ended style

meaning that is does not
“cup” the end of the
limb. An open-ended
configuration does not
diminish the perfor-
mance, however, it does
cut back on needed
machining time and
keeps the costs of manu-
facturing to a minimum.
The pocket pivots,
which allows the critical
limb-to-limb pocket
interface to remain
unchanged during the
draw length adjustment
process. Aluminum con-
struction plus six thru-
holes keep the pocket
weight down.

The Bear Odyssey’s
straight limbs measure
approximately 13.5
inches long. To make the
limbs Bear compression
molds continuous uncut
fiberglass for durability
and strength. Limbs are
finished in the same
manner as the riser with
Realtree’s HD Green
camo and the top limb has “ODYSSEY II” on the face.

What does all this mean to mom, dad and the shooter:
The Odyssey II’s pivoting limb pockets are evidence of

Bear Archer’s commitment to excellence. 
Compression molded glass limbs have been proven

year after year on youth and adult bows. In short – these
limbs will last - Mom and dad, this means your money
continues to give back for many years to come.

The simplicity in design of both the limbs and pockets
means less of a dent in mom and dad’s bank account.

Bear’s signature green anodized limb pockets really set
off the limb and riser camo finish for a great look.

Bear Odyssey II
By Jon E. Silks
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Eccentrics: When it
comes to youth bows one
of the first questions
asked is, “Will it grow with
my kid?” Bear Archery’s
answer to that question is
the Inner Cam. The Inner
Cam is a dual cam eccen-
tric system that provides
an amazing 15 inches of
draw length adjustment
on the same set of mod-
ules – all without the need
for a bow press. Bear
advertises an IBO speed
range of 283-287 fps at a
27 inch draw length based
on the IBO standard of 5
grains of arrow weight for
every one pound of bow
draw weight. This translates into a
250-grain arrow for 50 pounds of draw
weight. Each Inner Cam module is
laser engraved with each individual
draw length setting making it easy to
adjust and keep both cams on the
same page, so to speak. Riding on
Ertalyte bushings the Inner Cam
eccentric system produces a 70 per-
cent let-off. Ertalyte is a polyethylene
trephtalate, which has specific prop-
erties suited for the manufacture of
precision parts subject to wear. The
cams, like the limb pockets, are green
anodized.

So, what does all this mean to
mom, dad and the shooter:

Mom, dad there just isn’t much
else that needs to be said other than
15 inches of draw length adjustment

on one set of cams!! No need to worry
about your child growing out of the
Odyssey II. Buy Once!

A 70 percent let-off allows the
younger shooter to manage more
weight comfortably at full draw.

Strings/Cables:
The Odyssey is equipped with

Tech twist Green and Brown BCY
DynaFlight 97 strings and cables. The
string consists of 18 strands and mea-
sures 51 inches while the cable has 16
strands and measures 34.5 inches in
length.

So, what does all this mean to
mom, dad and the shooter:

DynaFlight 97 is the original high-
strength Dyneema from BCY Fibers. It
has been proven as a performer many
times over.

This is a good place
to mention that Bear
Archery also offers the
Odyssey II as a package
deal with an MSRP of
only $299.00. The pre-
assembled accessory
option includes a 3-pin
fiber optic sight with
metal pins, Whisker
Biscuit Arrow Rest, peep
sight, 2-piece camo
quiver and three Satellite
Carbon Arrows.  That’s
how we’re picturing it.

Testing:
Tests were conduct-

ed using the following
equipment:

Spot-Hogg Hooter Shooter portable 
shooting machine

Easton Professional Chronograph 
with an infrared lighting system

Easton Digital Bow Scale
Hanson Scale
Mitutoyo Digital Caliper – 6”
Apple Super Pro Bow Press
Apple Bow Drawing Machine
NAP QuikTune 3000 Arrow Rest
Tru Fire Hurricane Release Aid

Tests on the Odyssey II started
with a thorough inspection of the
machining, mechanics and finish. All
machining appeared to be clean
including proper post prep of drilled
holes, etc. The film dipped finish on
the riser and limbs was without blem-
ish, as was the green anodized finish
on the cams and limb pockets.
Mechanically, all moving parts were in
good order.

Before removing all of the compo-
nents included with the “package
bow” I decided to see how it per-
formed right out of the box. With little
adjustment needed the bow was
shooting perfectly and ready for the
range. In fact, it was shooting just fine
with no adjustment, so basically, if the
bow arrives at home as a wrapped
present the youngster can jump right
into the action.

Set up on the test bow included a
single brass nock, QuikTune 3000
arrow rest and with some slight
tweaking a 23.5-inch draw length; set
per ATA standards. With the exception
of the rest and nock, every bow is test-
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Bear Odyssey II
Draw weights: 40 and 50 pound peak
Draw Lengths: 13 to 27 inches all on one cam
Axle-to-axle length: 32 inches 
Brace Height: 5.5 inches 
Mass Weight: 2.9 pounds
Let-off option: 70 percent 
Eccentrics: Inner Cam
Advertised IBO speed: 283-287 fps at 27 inches/50 lbs (250-grain) 
Finish: Realtree HD Green
Cable: Tech twist Green and Brown BCY DynaFlight 97, 34.5 inches  
String: Tech twist Green and Brown BCY DynaFlight 97, 51 inches  
Grip: One-piece – elasto-polymer 
Riser: CNC machined 6061-T6 aluminum - reflex
Limbs: Compression molded fiberglass
Cable Guard: Composite cable rod - straight
Warranty: Limited Lifetime
MSRP: $229.99 – bow only or $299.99 as a package
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ed unchanged - as it would be
shipped to the dealer or customer
(bow only).

Speed was measured with the
chronograph listed above. Three dif-
ferent draw weights, 40,45 and 50
pounds were tested with two arrows
of different weights, 260 and 328
grains. This should give a broad pic-
ture of what can be expected from
this bow in terms of speed generated
by various set-ups. Following are the
resulting speed ratings for each in
feet per second:

260-grain arrow: 40 pound draw
211.2
211.4
211.2
211.0
211.2
Average: 211.2 fps

260-grain arrow: 45 pound draw
223.6
223.9
223.3
223.5
223.7
Average: 223.6 fps

260-grain arrow: 50 pound draw
231.5
232.1
232.5
232.0
232.2
Average: 232.06 fps

328-grain arrow: 40 pound draw
196.4
196.7
196.7
196.7
196.3
Average: 196.56 fps

328-grain arrow: 45 pound draw
207.0
207.4
207.0
207.8
207.5
Average: 207.34 fps

328-grain arrow: 50 pound draw
216.0
215.3
216.0

216.0
215.6
Average: 215.78 fps

A force-draw curve was then
plotted for the Odyssey II, which is
shown on the previous page. The
draw curve shows a fairly smooth
cycle after an initial steep climb to
peak weight. 

The Odyssey II’s 32-inch span is

a good fit for young archers. My son
Michael, 11 and daughter Rachel, 14
both considered the Odyssey to be
very maneuverable and easy han-
dling. 

Lets look at the four subjective
aspects of the Odyssey II’s perfor-
mance that will most likely have an
impact on a youth archer’s enjoy-
ment of the shooting experience
provided. Those four subjective
areas include shock/vibration at the
shot, bow noise at the shot, draw
cycle and grip comfort.

Bear Archery ships the Odyssey
II with no noise or vibration damp-
ening accessories attached. The bare
bow had noticeable kick/vibration at
the shot. Knowing that most will add
a few accessories I decided to attach
a small stabilizer and two simple
string silencers. The difference felt in
my hand at the shot was significant.
There was much less of a kick and
the vibration was greatly reduced.
Taking it a step further I added Limb
Savers and was again impressed with
the results. The bottom line is that it
doesn’t take much to tame the

Odyssey II.
Noise followed in-step with the

kick/vibration. I had Michael shoot
the bow several times as I listened
from various positions and it was the
string that seemed to make most of
the noise heard at the shot. With the
noise and vibration dampening
equipment mentioned in the para-
graph above, there was a noteworthy
reduction in the noise. The string
silencers alone made a considerable
change. 

Bear’s Inner Cam quickly climbs
to approximately 90 percent of max
draw weight before gently rolling
into peak and then gradually down
the backstretch coming to rest at a
comfortable holding weight. This
can be seen graphically on the
attached force-draw curve. Neither
of my children involved in the test-
ing even took notice to the initial
climb to peak weight and both
reported that they liked how it cycled
through the draw length. Both are
experienced archers and have shot
dozens of bows and thousands of
arrows each so I tend to give their
opinions my full consideration. 

The grip is where we all truly
enjoyed the Odyssey II. The relative-
ly soft material and molded shape is
super comfortable and surprisingly
fit my hand as well as it did theirs.
Another point that is worth men-
tioning is that the grip places the
shooter’s hand tight up under the
shelf, which gets the arrow and hand
closer together. For several reasons
(balance, pull power, and accuracy)
this is generally considered a bonus
in design. To understand why this is
so just imagine gripping any bow
three to four inches lower than you
would normally. By thinking in
extremes you can now start to visual-
ize the benefits of having your hand
and arrow as close a safely possible.

Bear’s Odyssey II is a great blend
of performance enhancing features
and simplicity. The shooter gets a
bow that will suit them in almost any
quest and the parents get a break on
the price. The 15 inches of draw
length adjustment alone is enough
to consider this one of the best youth
bows on the market! 

Odyssey II and Pioneer II share this inno-
vative twin cam.
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Bengal Features
•M-Pro Single Cam
    with Speed Bearings
•CNC Machined Riser
•Weight 4 lbs. 3 oz.
•Teflon Infused
   Cable Guard
•Vibration Escape Kit
•Thermal Grip
•IBO 315 F.P.S.
•Axle to Axle 32”
•Brace Height 7”
•Fully Adjustable Draw                        
   Length and Weight      
•Fully Laminated 
   Coreflex  Limbs
•Smooth And Accurate
•Made In The USA

Martin Archery
3134 W. Highway 12 - Walla Walla, WA 99362  
www.martinarchery.com 509.529.2554
•Martin Shooter Laura Francese  •Photo by Greg Nielsen

Silky Smooth Draw. 
 No Recoil, 
  No Vibration.

 All The Features
for $399

Bengal Features
•M-Pro Single Cam
    with Speed Bearings
•CNC Machined Riser
•Weight 4 lbs. 3 oz.
•Teflon Infused
   Cable Guard
•Vibration Escape Kit
•Thermal Grip
•IBO 315 F.P.S.
•Axle to Axle 32”
•Brace Height 7”
•Fully Adjustable Draw                        
   Length and Weight      
•Fully Laminated 
   Coreflex  Limbs
•Smooth And Accurate
•Made In The USA
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